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SB Chairs meeting with Observers
November 9, 2022, 3pm Egypt

Note by Anna McGinn, amcginn@eesi.org
Environmental and Energy Study Institute (EESI)

Notes are my best attempt to capture what was discussed.

● BINGO chair
○ Objective of the meeting is to talk about negotiations and exchange views on

substantive topics
○ Want this to be focused on substantive agenda items

● Tosi Mpanu Mpanu, Chair of SBSTA
○ Role of observers has become increasingly important over the years
○ Tide is turning toward implementation, and the role of observers is indispensable
○ Marianne, Tosi, and the secretariat strive to make the process as open and

inclusive as possible.
○ In scenario notes and SBSTA opening plenary, they expressed that they want

parties to try to have all informals to be open to observers.
○ All informal consultations under SBSTA have been maintained open so far.
○ Also aware that seating space is limited to a few rows of space including for

parties.
○ Rooms have challenging acoustic conditions.
○ High level events have had limited spaces for events in the last two days.
○ They are trying their best and asking parties to show flexibility and ask observers

for flexibility and understanding.
○ Under SBSTA- here is an overview of what is happening:

■ General
■ Work on all substantive agenda items was launched on Sunday.
■ Progress is going well. Many groups have moved to work on draft text.

Some are already in their second iteration.
■ This helps negotiations to focus and help things be transparent.
■ Welcome work of adaptation committee- make suggestions for follow up

work
■ GGA
■ Held their fourth workshop on Saturday
■ All reports were out by Monday, negotiations started today
■ L&D
■ Joint between SBI and SBSTA- draft text on Monday that is used for

deliberation
■ Santiago- focus on central elements on operationalization of the network -

criteria for advisory services among other things
■ Koronivia Joint Work on Agriculture
■ Parties gave mandate for draft text on what happened in June
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■ Mitigation Work Programme
■ Mood is good in MWP - have five elements they are working on
■ Draft text is expected to be on the table later today
■ Response measures
■ Proposal by G77 and China has been used to make a work mechanism

[not sure if I caught this exactly right] - triggering intense negotiations
■ GST
■ Second meeting of technical dialogue underway
■ Research and Systematic Observations
■ Discussion of draft text from co-facilitators
■ TEC and the CTCN
■ Report of the TEC and CTCN - review text from co-facilitators
■ Will continue review of draft text today
■ Voluntary review under article 13
■ First informal on Monday had constructive discussions
■ Article 6
■ Good progress across

● 6.4 called for informal talks on registry
● 6.8 first draft text on 8 November 2022
● Work progressing well, but they need to speed up work to have

the best outcome in Sharm
● Need things worked out by 12 November

● Marianne Karlsen, SBI chair
○ Most of the people at COP are not doing negotiations. They are trying to ramp up

implementation across issues.
○ In the formal space- first week under SBI.
○ Have a fairly good start.
○ Many people paid a lot of attention to the opening- CMA, COP, and CMP.
○ That doesn't directly affect the SB agendas

■ The Chairs are not a part of that discussion
○ The issues that are now on the agenda for COP, CMA, and CMP are not

discussed during the first week which is focused on the SB agenda.
■ When we do not mention L&D financial arrangements, that is because it

sits under the COP and CMA directly. That is next week.
○ Under SBI - here is an overview of what is happening:

■ General
■ Working to produce text, everyone is involved in that.
■ Text is coming forward in many rooms.
■ Some are in a state of substantive volume and need to work to get that

more streamlined to land safely on Friday.
■ NAP
■ Hope we come forward with a robust outcome that strengthens broad

support on finance and capacity building for NAP processes, time we
ramp up support for adaptation.
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■ AF fourth review
■ Hope parties can land at this session.
■ ACE
■ Everyone has been working hard in the days that have past, but the text

is very voluminous, a lot of work went into the thinking on that in the
elaboration of proposals, but landing 10 pages in 3 days is demanding,
co-facilitators are helping to get that text streamlined and good for
landing. The goal is to not let what happened in Glasgow happen again.
Think there will be a robust outcome.

○ Gender
○ Review of the work programme - nothing fits this COP more than a robust

outcome.
○ Transparency issues
○ These discussions are progressing well.
○ Imperative that as we approach 2024, we get a robust and solid framework for

support to processes that goes beyond production of reports on ETF, need to
look at barriers to instituting an ETF system, especially in developing countries-
capacity building and financial support are needed.

● Questions from constituencies
● Farmers- We have been following Koronivia- seems like conversations are stuck in a

stalemate, appreciate insights on this and also how you see this developing?
○ SBI chair
○ The word stalemate is not accurate. They are working with text. It does take time.

It is normal at this stage. Wednesday is the day to work on text in informal
informals.Progressing bit by bit, they are in a normal state.

○ Had a good point of departure with text coming from June from the workshops.
○ This issue has a community of negotiators.
○ What they need to do is get out of their comfort zones and enter into the mode of

coming out with clear accommodation.
○ She is very optimistic that they can come forward Friday afternoon with their text.

● RINGO - We see lots of discussion of cross-cutting issues at COP27 including issues
across UN bodies (CBD, SDGs). Where do you see synergies across the UN bodies?

○ SBI chair
○ Have a number of cross cutting issues in the process like in gender. The

constituted bodies are working on gender in their annual reports, that came some
years ago.

○ Example of how to deal with cross cutting issues - it is under SBI and under
every constituted bodies

○ SBSTA chair
○ Three sister conventions you can say they have a common birth. When you look

at desertification and degraded lands and nature-based solutions - forest can be
a source of emissions or a sink, it does have biodiversity dimensions. With the
SDGs, climate change is one of them.
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○ There is alignment today. SDGs, NDCs both have goals by 2030. What is
happening with CBD - that goes to 2050, but there is a time horizon going to
2030. When you look at Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, there is
a timeline going to 2030.

○ Timelines create alignment and help with cross cutting the work of the bodies.
● TUNGO- Logistically, happy that the point was made about challenges to follow

sessions, access to the rooms, and conditions that have been challenging with volume
and impact to follow discussions. Also, I am very happy to see just transition gain
traction on the work on response measures. We would like to know how work is
contributing to this progress? Workers are not adequately integrated into structures. How
to contribute to the work especially under response measures?

○ SBI chair
○ Access issues are happening constantly. Trying to distribute the burden of room

4, the acoustics are the worst there. Trying to make it so no one group has to be
in that room each time. The conditions in general are challenging.

○ The Chairs continue to raise the issues. Don’t hesitate to contact them on issues.
○ On response measures, it is a demanding room, it is a place beyond the

negotiating room because there are a lot of regional workshops, did workshops
prior to sessions.

○ There is ample space to engage.
○ Everything lies with the Katowice Committee of Experts on the Impacts of the

Implementation of Response Measures (KCI), encouraging engagement of
observers with that substantive work.

○ SBSTA chair
○ They have been trying to deal with the working conditions and hope that issues

will be dealt with quickly.
● Women and Gender- They are running a color campaign for women to wear certain

color shirts. Appreciate the SBI chair participating! They also appreciate
acknowledgements on logistics. On ACE issues, they appreciate engagement in ACE
today, Mariana, it is helpful that Chairs remind parties to have strong outcomes. On
Santiago Network, operationalization is important, don't want rush, calling for
participatory approach. Would like to know how to have inclusive advisory body for the
network. On global stocktake, appreciate the open process, seeing that we are one year
in after this week, it is halftime, what we need is strong CMA decision at COP27. How
can this be strengthened? Is there enough time to reach a strong outcome here? How
can we ensure the process is strengthened?

○ SBI chair
○ On GST, in terms of logistics, getting a room and getting things running in parallel

and setting up a contact group for GST, they have had to make tough priorities in
regards to time management, have been working a lot.

○ Trying to get tech dialogue enough space and time. Wanting it to be inclusive and
engaged.

○ In the contact group- parties to focus on what they needs to do for substantive
outcomes
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■ For example, how to move forward next year with additional guidance for
that.

■ They are discussing, how do we provide further guidance to best set up
next year so it can deliver on that substantive mandate next year?

■ Focus at this session is on the tech dialogue of course, but trying best to
provide space for formal contact groups so they can have more process
guidance that they are discussing at the moment.

● ENGO/CAN - 6.4 conversation on removals, happened without observer presence or
input, resulted in recommendations that undermine previous text.

○ SBSTA chair
○ Take note of this and will try to get a sense of what took place there, see if we

can get the input so we can have a fair position on the issues.
● YOUNGO - Appreciate the support from SBs. Have the children and youth pavilion for

the first time. Appreciate that parties encourage these spaces for youth. Did notice that
at the joint plenary opening, the majority of parties were not in the room when observers
spoke and COP president left the room just before observers spoke. ACE- support has
been amazing, had a younger member who went into an informal informal. That was
significant and maybe could be encouraged. On MWP - want it to be about both
mitigation and response measures. It is light on the response measures part at this point.
Would like to propose to have a permanent youth seat on KCI. On climate finance - raise
that negotiations on NCQG would be hampered if there is no cover decision on 2.1c
because it will have an impact on trillions of dollars of climate finance.

○ SBSTA chair
○ Yes MWP needs to encompass all aspects and take note of that
○ Chair does not follow NCQG- big year for it next year, appreciate being aware
○ SBI chair
○ Glad NGOs are engaging with KCI on this and encourage them to be engaged

with the constituted bodies, they have their own rules and procedures- YOUNGO
should ask for meeting with them if there is a way to better engage in KCI space
and activities.

○ On ACE- thank you for the support, she chatted with the co-facilitators this
morning and asked them to ensure we end up in a good place.

○ On opening plenary, very unfortunately indeed when parties were gone when
observers made their remarks- not nice to stand at podium to speak to an empty
room.

○ Have encouraged parties to listen to voices of all stakeholders- it is noted, will
continue in remaining few days of being Chairs to hold that high up.

○ SBSTA chair
○ If observers went first in the plenaries, then parties would say it is a party driven

process, which is a legitimate argument, we need to make sure there is fairness
though.

● BINGO - Thank you for being inclusive, question has to do with the SBI agenda item 17
a and b related to the annual report of the TEC and the CTCN. 17b is the link between
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tech and financial. There is a big difference in the status of the progress of the two.
Where chairs think this might end up?

● IGOs or other UN interested bodies to take the floor
○ None

● Alden Meyers with CAN- The world is hoping to see progress on what is not on SBI
and SBSTA agenda, transformational finance, sectoral commitments, how to scale up
commitments of countries. This brings him to the question, will be a cover decision like
Glasgow Pact? Understand there is going to be consultation on that on Friday. What
would be the use of a cover decision and what might be included?

○ SBI Chair
○ That decision on the cover decision sits with the governing bodies.
○ Our work might seem tedious, for many it doesn't have the political punch, but it

is the small things that matter as well.
○ Without this solid platform through all the work in constituted bodies, in tech, in

capacity building, all that work,  without that work, the political work does not
have springboard.

○ Highlight the importance of that everyday work that we have to do to uphold a
robust underlying framework.

○ We are here and we are now and we will deliver.
● IPO- On GGA- that is under SBSTA, would like to recommend a specific inclusion of

Indiengous peoples in the 2023 work plans and have a specific workshops for
Indigenous peoples, can't talk about GGA without including Indigenous peoples.

● SBI Chair
● For GGA under SBI, making space for inclusiveness in GGA progress will make sure

that progress on adaptation includes everyone and reflects what the Paris Agreement
has set out for adaptation. On noneconomic losses and slow onset events, these are
sort of new issues that various bodies and areas of work have not come to grapple with
properly. Hope that is brought forward when the technical work is happening and in
regards to the new work that is going to be under CMA and COP under financial
arrangements.

● SBSTA chair
● Need to take into account traditional knowledge practices, there is a space and

relevance, need to look at how to engage with parties.
● Take note of concern and can talk to the secretariat on how they prepare workshops-

something they can ask is if it has been thought of. You should try to push parties on this
since it is a party driven process.

● SBI chair
● This is their last session as SB Chairs, rough waters in the last three years, into the

virtual space and out again.
● Through all that work, she has had the pleasure of working with constituencies.
● Thank for the work, issues raised, and participation.
● Observer participation, views, expertise, and engagement is vital to the process and to

move us forward where we need to be.
● SBSTA chair
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● Was a member of the facilitated working group on Local and Indigenous Communities,
miss that family, but maybe he will be back.


